Pediatric Occupational Therapist Cris Rowan presented
“Why Children Can’t Sit Still?” workshop on Nov. 5, 2009
for teachers and OT’s in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan

What did the participants have to say?
Strongly
Agree

The workshop objectives were clearly stated

100%

The workshop was well organized

100%

The workshop was just the right length

100%

The instructor was well informed

100%

The workshop materials were useful

100%

The workshop objectives were achieved

100%

Agree
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Disagree

Strongly
Disagre
e

What was the most valuable thing you learned in the workshop?
• I loved learning more about bottom-up research and how to explain to parents and other
•
•
•
•

teachers. I will be bringing this back to my school and starting a sensory program to start
school day.
The carry-over of hearing this from more than one resource and the research helps back
up belief and validation to the population.
Further clarification/additional info from some info Day 1. I appreciate the activity
“demos” and opportunities to try (I need to give this to teachers so they can “feel” effect
and see that it will not disrupt classroom, take a lot of time away from teaching.)
See comments on my other sheet.
Research resources.

Was there anything not covered in the workshop that you felt should have been?
• No
How could this workshop have been better or more helpful?
•
•

I like the webinar idea because it will allow more people or groups to benefit from this
info.
Excellent.

Would you recommend this workshop to others? If not, why not?
• Yes, other teachers
• Absolutely
• Yes!!
• Yes
• Yes
Any other comments?
•
•
•

•
•
•

Excellent workshop. Thanks for the information and ideas.!
Very beneficial! Great info.
I loved this workshop! I appreciated how everything over the past two days was brought
together. All to see the Big Picture. I would love to figure out a way through collaboration
to incorporate “Green Space” into Northern communities also to integrate cultural
ways/values into the Unplug’in Game.
I really appreciate the research and references.
Difficult families and alternatives to meds.
Thanks again. You are so free with your ideas and resources which is much appreciated!
So much to think about. Again, I appreciate when you give examples of the way you
approach people, (e.g., say “I notice you….) that really helps. Thanks.

